ATM TRACKING
OWNER SECURITY
LOSS MITIGATION
DAILY WELL CHECK
24/7 SUPPORT
INSURANCE SAVINGS
HASSLE FREE
INSTANT ALERTS

If your ATM is stolen, how quickly can you recover it? Time is of the essence to prevent
the thieves from gaining access to the cash. Our company helps you setup an
automated system that not only can alert authorities, but gives them an updated location
every 30 seconds when a device leaves its location. With this information, you can
recover your ATM as well as the cash inside and avoid those troublesome claims.
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Hassle Free

Loss Mitigation
With our tracking devices put in every ATM
we can aid in your customers apprehension
toward loss. Receive a rapid response as
soon as an unwanted event occurs to your
ATM.

Our tracking units require no maintenance and are
simple to install. Our trackers are literally set it, and
forget it.Then, 24 hours per day, 365 days per
year, you have security attached to your ATM.

Daily Well Check
Devices perform a self-check daily and report to
the cloud server ensuring that, should the time
come, you know that it's functioning properly and
ready to perform it's security function.

Instant Alerts
We can set up alerts for every abnormal event that
may take place. Best of all, YOU determine who,
when, and where these alerts go.

ATM

24/7 Support
With every ATM tracker, you are guaranteed that
our 24/7 support will be available to assist by
phone with any installation needs,
troubleshooting, or even help authorities recover
stolen assets.

Insurance Savings
Insurance companies appreciate efforts toward
responsibility shown by placing GPS tracking on
any and all assets. They reward their customers
for their security-conscious ATM tracking with
discounts on insurance premiums and
deductibles.
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